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a b s t r a c t

To achieve maximum energy density, an intense ion beam must be compressed radially and
longitudinally while its space-charge is neutralized by background plasma. An ion beam propagating
through background plasma may be subject to the electrostatic two-stream instability and the
electromagnetic Weibel instability. The electrostatic two-stream instability may lead to longitudinal
bunching of the beam pulse, and eventual longitudinal beam heating. Consequently, this could degrade
the longitudinal compression of the beam pulse. Similarly, the electromagnetic Weibel instability may
cause transverse filamentation of the beam, which may degrade transverse compression. In this paper,
we use an eikonal (Wentzel–Kramer–Brillouin, WKB) approach to analyze the space–time development
of the two-stream andWeibel instabilities during transverse and longitudinal compression of an intense
heavy ion beam pulse propagating through neutralizing background plasma.

& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

For inertial fusion energy and high energy density physics
applications, the energy of an intense laser or particle beam has to
be delivered and deposited in the target within a small volume
during a short period of time. In the heavy ion approach, the
energy is delivered by intense heavy ion beams with very low
transverse emittance [1]. After the acceleration phase, the ion
beam density must be compressed transversely and longitudinally
by factors of 104 or more to access the regimes relevant to ion-
beam-driven high energy density physics and fusion. Accessing
such highly compressed beam conditions is greatly facilitated by
the use of dense, large-volume background plasma to provide
charge and current neutralization of the ion beam pulse during
the longitudinal and transverse compression phases [2–7]. There-
fore, it is extremely important to understand how collective
beam-plasma instabilities are driven by the beam, and what effect
the radial and longitudinal focusing has on the space–time
development of these instabilities.

Previous studies of beam-plasma instabilities have concen-
trated on solving a linearized system of integro-differential
Vlasov–Maxwell equations for an intense ion beam converging
in a neutralizing background plasma [2,8–10]. The equations are

often too complex to be analyzed in detail. Even if analytic
solutions can be found, useful expressions for instability growth
rates/gains can be obtained only by assuming that the beam flow
profiles evolve more slowly than the unstable perturbations in
space and time. In this case, the asymptotic formulas for the
instability gains can be obtained from the formal solutions of the
equations. In this paper, it is proposed to use the geometrical
optics eikonal (Wentzel–Kramer–Brillouin, WKB) method [11,12]
from the beginning of the analysis, in order to avoid dealing with
the complex linearized system of integro-differential Vlasov–
Maxwell equations. In this approach, a slow space–time change of
profiles is assumed from the onset, which simplifies the analysis,
and allows the asymptotic solutions to be obtained with much
less effort.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we
discuss how the transverse focusing and longitudinal focusing of
intense heavy ion beams are achieved, and determine the leading-
order unperturbed focusing profiles obtained by passing the beam
through a neutralizing background plasma. In Section 4, we
introduce the geometrical optics eikonal (WKB) method for
solving the unstable beam-plasma dynamics. In Section 5, we
briefly discuss the ray equations for the waves. In Section 6, we
analyze the electrostatic two-stream instability for a transversely
(Section 6.1) and longitudinally (Section 6.2) converging heavy ion
beam using the eikonal method. The electromagnetic filamenta-
tion (Weibel) instability is examined in Section 7. Finally, the main
results are summarized in Section 8.
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2. Transverse focusing of a heavy ion beam

Transverse focusing can be achieved by passing the ion beam
through a solenoidal magnet. When beam enters the solenoid, it
begins to rotate. The angular velocity of rotation can be obtained
from conservation of canonical angular momentum, which gives

vy ¼
qAy
mbc

¼ r
qBk

2mbc
¼

rocb

2
. (1)

Here, ocb ¼ qBk=mbc is the beam ion cyclotron frequency. If the
beam is charge-neutralized by the background plasma, or if the
beam density is low enough that opb5ocb, where o2

pb ¼
4pq2nb=mb is the beam plasma frequency-squared, then the radial
acceleration is due to the centrifugal force and the Lorentz force.
This gives [1]

dvr

dt
¼

v2
y
r
"

qBk

mc
vy ¼ "r

o2
cb

4
. (2)

It follows from Eq. (2) that a thin solenoid with length d5vb=ocb

behaves as an ideal lens (linear optics element). After passing
through the solenoid, the beam acquires a linear radial velocity
profile, v?#" x?. If after the solenoid the beam propagates
through a neutralizing background plasma along the x-direction,
then the beam flow velocity v?;vk, the beam density nb, and the
transverse beam temperature vth? change with distance according
to Ref. [8]

v? ¼ "
x?vb

Xf " x
; vk ¼ vb; nb ¼

nb0

ð1" x=Xf Þ
2

vth? ¼
vth0

ð1" x=Xf Þ
. (3)

Here Xf is the focal length for the solenoidal magnetic lens.

3. Longitudinal focusing of a heavy ion beam

Longitudinal focusing of a heavy ion beam is achieved by
passing the beam through an induction core with a time-
dependent voltage, designed to impose a longitudinal velocity
tilt which is a linear function along the beam, i.e., vk " vb#" x
[2–4,13–17]. If after exiting the induction core, the beam space-
charge is fully neutralized by the background plasma, the beam
density and velocity change with time and distance according to
Refs. [2,10]

nbðtÞ ¼
nb0Tf

Tf " t
(4)

vkðt; xÞ ¼
vbTf " x

Tf " t
(5)

where x ¼ 0 corresponds to the beam entry positions into the
plasma and Tf ¼ Xf =vb is the time when the beam is completely
focused longitudinally at x ¼ Xf .

Fig. 1 illustrates the longitudinal phase space ðx;vkÞ of the
beam ions at different times during the longitudinal compression.

4. Eikonal (WKB) method

The compressing motion of a heavy ion beam propagating
through a neutralizing background plasma described by
Eqs. (3)–(5) can be unstable to electrostatic and electromagnetic
perturbations. To describe the unstable linear dynamics of the
perturbations, the Vlasov–Maxwell equations describing the
beam and plasma components are linearized around the field-
free solutions given by Eqs. (3)–(5). The resulting integro-
differential equations are often too complicated to analyze in

detail. A significant simplification can be achieved if the
equilibrium profiles change in space and time much more slowly
than the perturbations. In this case, the eikonal, geometrical
optics, or Wentzel–Kramer–Brillouin method [11] can be used to
obtain the desired solution. In this approach, the solution of the
linearized equations can be represented in the eikonal form

a# expðiSÞ. (6)

After substituting this form of the solution into the linearized
equations, and using jS00j5jS0j2 (WKB approximation), we obtain
the equation for the eikonal S, i.e.,

Dðk;oÞ ¼ 0 (7)

where k ¼ @S=@x and o ¼ "@S=@t. The dispersion relation
Dðk;oÞ ¼ 0 becomes a Hamilton–Jacobi equation for the waves.
The approximation jS0 0j5jS0j2 implies that the solution is almost a
plane wave, locally. This approach works well for both cold
plasmas described by macroscopic fluid-Maxwell equations, and
for warm plasmas described by the Vlasov–Maxwell equations.

To determine the solution to Eq. (7), we can use the methods
developed in solving the Hamilton–Jacobi equation in classical
mechanics. We are interested in the so-called full integral solution,
where the eikonal S is a function of the number of constants of the
motion, which is one less than the number of independent
variables ðx; tÞ. Here, we are not interested in additive constants,
since they can be removed by renormalizing the amplitude a.

After the full integral solution is found, the amplitude is
obtained as a linear combination (integral) over all sets of
parameters q (analog of the Fourier integral)

a ¼
Z

dqaðqÞ exp½iSðx; t;qÞ' (8)

where aðqÞ is related to boundary conditions, or the initial value of
a.

The asymptotic behavior of the solution a can be found by
evaluating the integral in Eq. (8) using the stationary-phase
method. The asymptotic form of the solution can then be
expressed as

a# exp½iSðx; t;qextÞ' (9)

where qext is determined from

@Sðx; t;qextÞ
@qext

¼ 0. (10)
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Fig. 1. Longitudinal phase space ðx;vkÞ for the beam ions at different times during
the longitudinal compression.
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As an example, consider the case when there is no space–time
dependence in any plasma parameter. In this case, the indepen-
dent variables are called cyclic, and the full integral solution of
Hamilton–Jacobi equation can be expressed as

S ¼ "ot þ k ) x (11)

where the frequency o and wavenumber k are constants of the
motion and are related by the dispersion relation Dðo;kÞ ¼ 0. The
amplitude can be expressed as

a ¼
Z

dk aðkÞ expfi½"oðkÞt þ k ) x'g (12)

which is the familiar Fourier representation of the solution of the
Vlasov–Maxwell equations.

Applications of the method described above are illustrated by
several examples presented in Sections 6 and 7.

5. Equation of motion for the waves

Instead of solving the Hamilton–Jacobi Eq. (7), we can use
Eq. (7) to derive the ray equations for the waves, similar to
Hamilton’s equations in classical mechanics. By taking the partial
time ð@=@tÞ and space ð@=@xÞ derivatives of the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation Dðo;kÞ ¼ 0, we obtain

@k
@t

þ vg )
@
@x

! "
k *

dk
dt

¼
@D=@x
@D=@o ,

@o
@t

þ vg )
@o
@x

! "
*

do
dt

¼ "
@D=@t
@D=@o . (13)

Here, the group velocity is given by

vg *¼ "
@D=@k
@D=@o . (14)

This method is often useful if one wants to analyze the problem
qualitatively. If one is interested in detailed quantitative solutions
to the equations, this method is unnecessary, because it requires
solving a system of second-order equations to find the ray
trajectories ðoðtÞ;kðtÞÞ, and then integrating to obtain the eikonal
function S using the definitions k ¼ @S=@x and o ¼ "@S=@t.

6. Electrostatic two-stream instability between the beam ions
and plasma electrons

As a first illustration of the eikonal method, we consider the
two-stream instability between the cold beam ions and the cold
neutralizing plasma electrons. In this case, the dielectric function
Dðo;kÞ is defined by

D ¼ 1"
o2

pe

o2
"

o2
pbðt;xÞ

½o" k ) vbðt;xÞ'2
. (15)

Here, o2
pe ¼ 4pe2n0=me is the electron plasma frequency-squared,

n0 is the background plasma density, and "e and me are electron
charge and mass, respectively.

6.1. Two-stream instability during transverse compression

During transverse compression, the beam density and beam
velocity change according to Eq. (3). By changing variables
according to S ¼ S½t " x=vb;1=ð1" x=Xf Þ; x?=ð1" x=Xf Þ' ¼ Sðt;u; yÞ,
the Hamilton–Jacobi equation can be expressed as

1 ¼
o2

pe

ð@tSÞ2
þ

o2
pb0X

2
f

½vbu@uS'2
(16)

where @tS ¼ @S=@t and @uS ¼ @S=@u. Since t and y are cyclic, the full
integral for S can be expressed as

S ¼ "otþ k0y+
opb0Xf

vb

! "
lnuffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1"
o2

pe

o2

s (17)

where o and k0 are constants. This expression is the same as that
for the non-convergent case [18] if one makes the replacement
x ! Xf lnu. The asymptotic expression is found by extremizing S
with respect to o, which gives

S ¼ "opetþ k0yþ
ð1" i

ffiffiffi
3

p
Þ3

4

opb0Xf lnu

vb

! "2=3

ðopetÞ1=3 (18)

where the perturbations grow as a# expð"Im SÞ. The expression in
Eq. (18) is valid for t=Tfbðopb=opeÞ lnu. This expression was
originally obtained in Ref. [9] by solving the system of linearized
beam-plasma fluid and Poisson equations. As can be seen from
Eq. (18), the instability growth is much faster for the case of a
converging beam.

6.2. Two-stream instability during longitudinal compression

For longitudinal beam compression, the beam density and
beam flow velocity vary according to Eqs. (4)–(5). The space–time
development of the instability in this case has been analyzed in
Ref. [2] by solving the system of linearized beam-plasma fluid and
Poisson equations, and in Refs. [2,10] by analyzing the ray
equations.

By changing variables according to S ¼ Sðt=Tf " x=Xf ;
x=Xf Þ ¼ Sðt̄;XÞ, the Hamilton–Jacobi equation can be expressed as

1 ¼
b2

ð@t̄SÞ2
þ

a2ð1" X " t̄Þ
½ð1" XÞ@XS" t̄@t̄S'2

(19)

where b ¼ opeTf and a ¼ opb0Tf . In the region where ð1"
XÞj@XSj5t̄j@t̄Sj the solution to Eq. (19) has the form

S ¼ bt̄" a2

2b
1" X
t̄ þ ln t̄

$ %
þ S̄ðXÞ (20)

which is valid for t̄ba=b
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1" X

p
.

To determine S̄ðXÞ, we first obtain a solution valid in the region
t̄5ð1" XÞ, and then take the limit ð1" XÞbt̄ba=b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1" X

p
. The

region where t̄ , ð1" XÞ corresponds to the time when the beam
is fully compressed at t , Tf .

In the region t̄5ð1" XÞ, we obtain ð1" X " t̄Þ , ð1" XÞ, and
Eq. (19) can be expressed as

1 ¼
b2

ð@t̄SÞ2
þ

a2ð1" XÞ
½ð1" XÞ@XS" t̄@t̄S'2

. (21)

By changing variables according to S ¼ Sðt̄=ð1" XÞ;XÞ ¼ SðT;XÞ, Eq.
(21) becomes

1 ¼
b2ð1" XÞ2

ð@TSÞ2
þ

a2

ð1" XÞð@XSÞ2
. (22)

Since in Eq. (22) T is cyclic, we look for a solution of the form
S ¼ qbT þ Q ðX; qÞ, with q ¼ const. Substituting the solution of this
form into Eq. (22) and integrating, we obtain the function Q ðX; qÞ
given by

Q ðX; qÞ ¼ +2aq
Z 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1"X

p

1

dzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z4q2 " 1

p . (23)

Therefore, in the region t̄51" X, the amplitude has the form

aðt̄;XÞ ¼ ð1" XÞ
Z

ds A½sð1" XÞ' exp½iSðt̄;X; sÞ' (24)
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with eikonal function S given by

Sðt̄;X; sÞ ¼ bt̄s 1+ i2g
Z 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1"X

p
dzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1" s2z4
p

" #
(25)

where s ¼ q=ð1" XÞ and g ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1" X

p
=bt̄. For large jSjb1, we use

the method of stationary phase to calculate S, making use of the
smallness of g in the region a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1" X

p
=bt̄ ¼ g51. The exponentially

growing contributions comes from the extremum values of S at
s0+ ¼ +ð1þ g2=2Þ, and are given by

S+ðs0+Þ ¼ bt̄ð1" g2=2Þ " iGðXÞ ¼ bt̄" a2

2b
1" X
t

$ %
þ S̄ðXÞ. (26)

Here the gain function GðXÞ, which determines the amplitude
according to jaj# exp½GðXÞ', is given by Refs. [2,10]

GðXÞ ¼ iS̄ðXÞ ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ð1" XÞ

p
F½ArcCosð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1" X

p
Þj1=2'. (27)

Here, FðxjlÞ *
R x
0 dy=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1" lsin2y

p
is an elliptic integral of the first

kind [19]. We conclude from Eq. (27) that the number of
e-foldings before linear saturation is determined by the number
of beam plasma oscillation periods during the time it takes the
beam to compress, which is proportional to a ¼ o0

pbTf . Fig. 2
shows a comparison of the instability gain as a function of x=Xf for
an ion beam with velocity tilt (solid curve) and without velocity
tilt (dashed curve) for d0 ¼ ðo0

pb=opeÞ2 ¼ 10"3 and a2 ¼
ðo0

pbTf Þ
2 ¼ 1000, i.e.,

GnotiltðX; t ¼ Tf Þ ¼ a3
ffiffiffi
3

p

4
X2=3ð1" XÞ1=3

d1=60

. (28)

As evident from the figure, for d1=60 51 the velocity tilt significantly
reduces the growth rate compared to the case of a beamwith zero
initial velocity tilt.

7. Filamentation (Weibel) instability

An intense ion beam propagating through a neutralizing
background plasma is also unstable to transverse electromagnetic
perturbations. Consider an ion beam propagating in the
x-direction through a neutralizing background plasma with
velocity vbjj. Assume that the beam is displaced in the transverse
z-direction with a displacement dZðzÞ. For slow processes with
characteristic frequency o5ope, the background electrons will
neutralize the space-charge produced by the displacement, but
the beam current will not be neutralized if the characteristic size
of the transverse displacement is less than the skin depth

dpe ¼ c=ope. As shown below, such a displacement will grow
exponentially in time. The density variation due to the displace-
ment dZðzÞ can be estimated from

dn ¼ "n0
@ðdZÞ
@z

. (29)

From Ampere’s law we obtain

"
@B
@z

¼
4p
c

qvbjjdn ¼ "
4p
c

qvbjjn0
@ðdZÞ
@z

. (30)

The acceleration due to the Lorenz force is given by

d2ðdZÞ
dt2

¼
q
mc

vbjjB ¼
vbjj

c

& '2 4pq2n0

mc

! "
ðdZÞ ¼ g20ðdZÞ. (31)

From Eq. (31), we obtain the simple dispersion relation for the
Weibel instability

o ¼ k ) vb þ iopb
vbjj

c
" ivthbk? (32)

where vb is the directed beam velocity and o is the complex
oscillation frequency. Here, g0 ¼ opbvb=c is the characteristic
growth rate of the Weibel instability and opb is the ion beam
plasma frequency. Eq. (32) also includes Landau damping of the
perturbation calculated for a Lorentzian transverse velocity
distribution with characteristic thermal velocity vthb.

7.1. Ion beam filamentation during transverse compression

For a neutralized ion beam propagating with velocity vb and
converging over a distance Xf , the flow velocity, density, and
transverse temperature vary with distance according to Eq. (3).
The beam current remains unneutralized at the beam edge over a
characteristic transverse distance Dx?#dpe, where dpe ¼ c=ope is
the collisionless skin depth. To neglect the beam’s pinching
contribution to the beam velocity profile in Eq. (3), the condition
R04adpe must be satisfied. Here, a ¼ opbXf =c41. In what follows,
we assume that this condition is satisfied.

By changing variables ðx?; xÞ to ðy;uÞ, where u ¼ 1=ð1" x=Xf Þ
and y ¼ x?u, the equation for S can be expressed as

"
@S
@t

"
u2vb

Xf

@S
@u

¼ ig0u" ivth0u
2 @S
@y

. (33)

Since t and y are cyclic, the full integral for S can be expressed as

S ¼ "ot þ k0y"
oXf

vb

1
u
" i

g0Xf

vb
lnuþ i

vth0

vb
k0Xf ðu" 1Þ, (34)

where o and k0 are constants. The solution for the amplitude in
the WKB approximation then becomes

a# expðiSÞ ¼
exp "ðk0Xf Þ

vth0

vb

! "
x

Xf " x

! "$ %

ð1" x=Xf Þ
a

- exp "oðt " z=vbÞ þ i
k0x?

1" x=Xf

$ %
. (35)

Here, a ¼ g0Xf =vb ¼ o0
pbXf =c. Note that the instability has faster

than exponential growth. Moreover, the transverse wavenumber
increases according to

k? ¼
k0

ð1" x=Xf Þ
. (36)

The maximum of the amplitude is achieved at

1
umax

¼ 1"
xmax

Xf
¼

k0vth0

g0
(37)
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the two-stream instability gain as a function of x=Xf for a
beam with velocity tilt (solid curve) and without velocity tilt (dashed curve) for
d0 ¼ ðo0

pb=opeÞ2 ¼ 10"3 and a2 ¼ ðo0
pbTf Þ

2 ¼ 1000.
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with the maximum number of e-foldings Gmax given by [8]

Gmax ¼ a 1
umax

" ln
e

umax

$ %
. (38)

For ballistic focusing, we make use of the solution of the envelope
equation

R2ðuÞ ¼ R2
f þ

1
u2

!Xf

Rf

! "2

(39)

with constant emittance ! ¼ R0vth0=vb, to relate the initial thermal
velocity vth0 to the beam radius at the focus by

vth0 ¼ vb
Rf

Xf
. (40)

The smallest value of k0 is given by the kmin
0 #1=dpe, and

therefore, the maximum of the amplitude is reached at

1
umax

¼ 1"
xmax

Xf
#
1
a
Rf

dpe
¼

Rmax

R0
(41)

with maximum number of e-foldings Gmax given by

Gmax , a ln adpe
Rf

$ %
¼ a ln R0

Rmax

$ %
(42)

where the expression in Eq. (42) is evaluated with logarithmic
accuracy. Here Rmax ¼ Rf ðR0=adpeÞ is the beam radius with the
largest perturbation amplitude.

It follows from Eq. (42) that to keep the number of e-folding
from becoming excessively large, the condition at1 must be
satisfied [8].

7.2. Weibel instability during longitudinal compression

For a beam compressing longitudinally, with density and
velocity changing according to Eqs. (4)–(5), the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation for the Weibel instability is given by

"
@S
@t

¼ v0
b

1" x=Xf

1" t=Tf

! "
@S
@x

þ i
g0

ð1" t=Tf Þ
1=2

. (43)

After the change of variables, S ¼ Sðu; tÞ with u ¼ ð1" t=Tf Þ=
ð1" x=Xf Þ, the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (43) becomes

"
@S
@t

¼ i
g0

ð1" t=Tf Þ
1=2

. (44)

The solution to Eq. (44) satisfying the correct boundary condition
Sðx ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ 0 is given by

S ¼ " iG ¼ "iG0ðxÞQ ðx; tÞ ¼ "ia x
Xf

! "

-
2ð1" t=Tf Þ

1=2

x=Xf

1

ð1" x=Xf Þ
1=2

" 1

" #( )
. (45)

Here G is the total gain function, and G0ðxÞ ¼ ax=Xf is the gain
function in the absence of velocity tilt. Also, xov0

bt in Eq. (45).
Introducing the new variable measuring the distance from the

head of the beam, Z ¼ v0
bt " x, the enhancement factor Q can be

expressed as

Q ðZ; xÞ ¼
2ð1" Z=Xf " x=Xf Þ

1=2

x=Xf
-

1

ð1" x=Xf Þ
1=2

" 1

" #
: (46)

The largest enhancement is at the head of the beam pulse (Z ¼ 0),
where

Q ðZ ¼ 0; xÞ ¼
2

x=Xf
½1" ð1" x=Xf Þ

1=2'. (47)

Note that Q ðZ ¼ 0; xÞ increases monotonically from Q ðZ ¼ 0; x ¼ 0Þ ¼
1 at the beam entrance (x ¼ 0) to Q ðZ ¼ 0; x ¼ Xf Þ ¼ 2 at the focal
point (x ¼ Xf ).

The normalized gain function G=a is plotted as function of the
normalized spacial variable x=Xf at several instances of time
during the compression corresponding to t=Tf ¼ 0:2;0:5;0:8;0:95
in Fig. 3. As evident from the figure, for every position along the x-
direction, the maximum gain is reached at the head of the pulse,
and decreases with time after the head has passed. The largest
value of the gain (Gmax ¼ 2a) is achieved at the point of maximum
compression (x ¼ Xf ) at time t ¼ Tf .

8. Conclusions

In this paper, the geometrical optics eikonal (WKB) approach to
studying the space–time development of beam-plasma instabil-
ities has been summarized in considerable detail. This approach
only requires a knowledge of the linear dispersion relation, which
plays the role of a first-order partial-differential nonlinear
Hamilton–Jacobi equation for the eikonal S. The methods for
solving this equation can be adopted from classical mechanics,
where a determination of the solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation is equivalent to solving the complete orbit mechanics
problem. This approach is well suited for studying the instabilities
associated with the different types of beam-plasma flows which
change in space and time much more slowly than the unstable
perturbation. In this case the unstable perturbation can be
represented as a sum (integral) over waves, exp½iSðt;x;qÞ', with
different local wavenumbers q. This requires that the waves are
almost plane waves locally, or that the WKB approximation holds
for each separate wave, i.e., jS0 0j5jS0j2. If the instability is
sufficiently well developed that jSjb1, the asymptotic space–time
development of the instability can be determined by finding
stationary points where S has a minimum as function of the
parameters q.

The application of this approach has been illustrated with four
examples relevant to ion-beam-driven high energy density
physics and heavy ion fusion. In particular, we have studied the
electrostatic two-stream and electromagnetic Weibel instabilities
for an intense heavy ion beam propagating though a neutralizing
background plasma, while the ion beam simultaneously con-
verges transversely and longitudinally. Using this approach we
have recovered key stability results with considerably less effort
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Fig. 3. Normalized gain G=a for the Weibel instability plotted as a function of x=Xf

for an intense ion beam with velocity tilt (solid curve) and without velocity tilt
(dashed curve), at several instants of time during the compression,
t=Tf ¼ 0:2;0:5;0:8;0:95. The dashed-dotted curve corresponds to the gain at the
head of the pulse (x ¼ vb0t).
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than that required to solve a linear system of integro-differential
equations describing the unstable beam-plasma system.

It has been shown that the two-stream instability for a radially
converging beam has a much larger growth rate compared with
the case of a non-converging beam [9] [Eq. (18)]. We have also
confirmed our previous result [2,10] that longitudinal compres-
sion leads to a significant reduction in the growth rate of the two-
stream instability compared with the case without an initial
velocity tilt. This reduction is by an approximate factor

Gmax=G
notilt
max #ðopb=opeÞ1=351. (48)

This is because longitudinal compression prevents the instability
from being driven resonantly by the beam, and the instability
saturates linearly, with the number of e-foldings proportional to
the number of beam-plasma periods 1=opb during the compres-
sion time Tf . Therefore, the two-stream instability can be
complectly mitigated by the effects of longitudinal beam
compression when opbTfp1.

The study of the electromagnetic filamentation (Weibel)
instability for an intense heavy ion beam radially converging in
a background collisionless plasma has demonstrated that a
transverse thermal velocity spread limits the number of
e-foldings, with maximum growth proportional to a ¼ opbXf =c,
where Xf is the compression length [8]. Therefore, to keep the
number of e-foldings from being excessively large, the condition
at1 must be satisfied. The longitudinal compression also has a
large effect on the Weibel instability. The maximum gain in this
case is reached at the head of the pulse, and decreases with time
after the head has passed the observation point. The largest value
of the gain (Gmax ¼ 2a) is twice as large as that without
compression, and is reached at the point of maximum compres-
sion (x ¼ Xf ) at time t ¼ Tf [see Fig. 3].
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